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Description

Title of Invention: MULTI-HOMED TERMINALS

Technical Field
[1] The following description is related to wireless communications. In the background

art, the so-called multi-homed terminals could not be fully and properly supported in

certain types of wireless communication systems.

Disclosure of Invention

Solution to Problem
[2] A multi-homed terminal, receives from a server, an a multiple interface related

routing policy rule defined per terminal, said a multiple interface related routing policy

rule comprising flow distribution rules including an Inter- APN flow distribution

container that includes information related to routing IP flows with respect to a

plurality of APNs for using PDN connections to access multiple IP networks. Then, the

multi-homed terminal performs a first round of rule evaluation according to a flow dis

tribution rule of highest priority selected among the flow distribution rules in the

received a multiple interface related routing policy rule. If the selected flow dis

tribution rule is from the Inter- APN flow distribution container, then performing, by

the multi-homed terminal, a second round of rule evaluation to select an access

technology for performing flow distribution.

[3]

Brief Description of Drawings
[4] Figure 1 is an example scenario of non-seamless WLAN offload.

[5] Figure 2 illustrates roaming ANDSF architectures.

[6] Figure 3 illustrates roaming ANDSF architectures.

[7] Figure 4 represents an overview of IFOM architectures.

[8] Figure 5 represents an overview of MAPCON architectures.

[9] Figure 6 depicts a first scenario with multiple PDN connections, in which the user

has two established PDN connections.

[10] Figure 7 depicts a second scenario, in which there are multiple PDN connections

from a CSG cell.

[11] Figure 8 depicts a third scenario related to Multiple PDN connections and non-

seamless WLAN offload.

[12] Figure 9 depicts another scenario, in which there is one PDN connection that is

IFOM enabled.

[13] Figure 10 depicts ISRP rules used to assist UE behavior for the IFOM, MAPCON

and Non- seamless WLAN offload (NSWO) features.



[14] Figure 11 depicts ISRP rules in which the 'ForlnterAPNRouting container' is added.

[15] Figure 12 depicts one example of ISRP rules which can solve a certain priority order.

[16] Figure 13 depicts one example of ISRP rules which can solve a certain priority order.

[17] Figure 14 depicts one example of ISRP rules which can solve a certain priority order.

[18] Figure 15 shows the scope of IARP applicability and how IARP policies can be

applied in conjunction with ISRP for NS-WLAN offload policies.

[19] Figure 16 depicts a split UE scenario using IETF mechanisms to configure the TE

(Terminal Equipment).

Mode for the Invention
[20] In 3GPP cellular systems, a cellular terminal (or user equipment (UE)) can access

several IP networks in parallel by establishing a so-called Packet Data Network (PDN)

connection (also referred to as Primary PDP Context in pre-Rel-8 3GPP specifications)

to each of the PDNs it wishes to access. A typical use case is the following. The UE

may need to access the Internet in parallel to the operator's IP Multimedia Subsystem

(IMS) and in parallel to the user's corporate intranet. On every PDN connection the UE

is assigned a distinct IP address. In Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) parlance,

the UE is an IP host with multiple IP interfaces, also referred to as 'multi-homed host'.

[21] In some cases it is possible to reach the same set of destination IP addresses (e.g., the

public Internet addresses) via more than one PDN. In such scenarios, it is desirable to

select the most appropriate PDN, e.g., the one incurring the lowest transport cost.

[22] The IETF has recently started working on a similar problem, namely the problem of

hosts having multiple network interfaces (e.g., physical interfaces, virtual interfaces, or

combinations thereof). The IETF has created a working group called MIF (for Multiple

InterFaces) whose charter is available on the Internet. However, this working group

has not yet come up with much output beyond the problem description and a list of

current practices in terminal implementations. The current practices rely on a number

of suboptimal mechanisms such as: static configuration (e.g., defining one interface as

a primary interface for all traffic, which is typically the case for computers equipped

with Windows operating systems up to Vista), or load sharing between the multiple in

terfaces (for traffic that can be sent on either interface), or trial-and-error mechanisms,

etc. All these approaches are suboptimal as they do not take into account the specifics

of the underlying IP networks (e.g. transport cost).

[23] On the 3GPP side, the problem of multi-homed UEs has been touched upon as part of

the Release- 10 work item on 'non-seamless WLAN offload (NSWO)' (see in particular

3GPP SP-090616 'WID on IP Flow Mobility and seamless WLAN offload' and 3GPP

TS 23.861 'Feasibility study on MAPIM'). The offload is qualified as non-seamless

because traffic is offloaded on a care-of address, which means that the session is



broken if the radio access is changed (the address needs to change). The objective is to

allow dual-mode dual radio terminals (i.e. UEs having a cellular and a WLAN

interface) to use the WLAN access to connect to the Internet directly, without

traversing the 3GPP operator's core network. As of September, 2010, it was agreed that

this can be achieved by provisioning operator's policies via extensions to the ANDSF

(Access Network Discovery and Selection Function) framework (S2- 104336) that was

specified in 3GPP TS 23.402 ("Architecture enhancements for non-3GPP accesses;

Stage 2").

[24] However, with non-seamless offload, when IP flows are sent to the WLAN, they are

not associated with any specific access point name (APN). In other words, non-

seamless offload operates on an IP flow basis, but does not choose an APN corre

sponding to the IP flow; instead it chooses a radio interface (e.g. WLAN). There is no

PDN connection (which would be linked to a PGW and associated with an APN). It

should be noted that the APN is the name of an access point previously defined within

a network to find a PGW when a requested service is passed through the PGW to

access a network. The APN is provided to the UE, and the UE determines a suitable

PGW for data transmission and reception based on the APN. The PGW (PDN

gateway) is an entity configured to perform IP address allocation for the UE, as well as

QoS enforcement and flow-based charging.

[25] Figure 1 is an example scenario of non-seamless WLAN offload. A Rel-10 UE

capable of non-seamless WLAN offload can do the following:

[26] - use the cellular access (macro or femto) for access to either operator's services or

the Internet; and

[27] - use the WLAN interface for non-seamless WLAN offload and access to either local

resources or the Internet.

[28] In this example the UE has one PDN connection via cellular access (PDNl) to the

Operator's PDN. It is depicted as a grayed tunnel between the UE and the Packet Data

Gateway (PGW), a node representing the ingress point to PDNl, which also assigns

the IP address used by the UE on this PDN.

[29] In order to be able to use the non-seamless WLAN offload feature, the UE needs to

be dual mode (3GPP + WLAN) and dual radio. In the example in Figure 1, the UE

uses the WLAN access to directly access the Home network. Note that the Home

network assigns another IP address to the UE it is used in all IP packets that UE sends

or receives via the Home network.

[30] Some destinations are reachable only via PDNl or via the direct WLAN access. For

instance, the P-CSCF node (which is the ingress point to the operator's IP multimedia

subsystem) is reachable only via PDNl, whereas the Home server is reachable only via

the direct WLAN access. On the other hand, hosts residing in the Internet can be



reached via either access.

[31] Performing non-seamless WLAN offload in this example means routing Internet-

bound traffic via the direct WLAN access whenever the UE is in WLAN coverage,

because the cost of using WLAN is much lower compared to the cost of using the

cellular access.

[32] As the UE moves out of WLAN coverage, the Internet-bound traffic can be re-routed

via PDN1.

[33] Non-seamless WLAN offload was defined in 3GPP Rel-10. Routing policies

described in the previous paragraphs are provided to the UE via extensions to the

ANDSF (Access Network Discovery and Selection Function) architecture specified in

3GPP TS 23.402.

[34] Since the Internet can be reached through both, ANDSF policies should steer Internet

traffic towards WLAN, whenever available, and when non-seamless WLAN offload is

used to access the Internet, the overall effect is similar to SIPTO from a femto cell

(femto-SIPTO).

[35] Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the non-roaming and roaming ANDSF architectures

(respectively), as defined in 3GPP TS 23.402.

[36] The ANDSF can be accessed via either 3GPP or non-3GPP access, however, the

provided information is used only in relation with a non-3GPP access.

[37] The ANDSF architecture (optional) may be used to:

[38] - provide access network discovery information to the terminal e.g. a list of available

WLAN or WiMAX hotspots corresponding to the current UE location,

[39] - provide Inter-System Mobility Policies (ISMPs) that steer the terminal to the

preferred network access.

[40] In Rel-10, the ANDSF was enhanced to provide Inter-System Routing Policies

(ISRPs); among other things they are used to steer IP flows towards WLAN access for

Non-seamless WLAN offload.

[41] While ISMPs includes network selection rules for a UE with no more than one active

access, ISRP includes network selection rules for a UE potentially more than one

active access network connection (e.g., both LTE and WLAN). UE with ISRP may

employ IP follow mobility (IFOM), multiple-access PDN connectivity (MAPCON),

and/or non-seamless WLAN offload (NSWO) according to operator policy and user

preferences. IFOM, MAPCON are explained below.

[42] In Rel-1 1, it was agreed to extend the scope of IP interface selection to also include

scenarios with multiple PDN connections regardless of whether they are established on

the same or different radio accesses. The resulting work item is called OPUS (Operator

Policies for IP Interface Selection) and the study is carried out in 3GPP TR 23.853.

The working assumption is to re-use the ANDSF for distribution of routing policies.



[43] As discussed above, two other techniques (MAPCON and IFOM) are also available

to assist the UE in routing of IP packets based on ANDSF policies.

[44] Figure 4 represents an overview of IFOM architectures. IFOM stands for IP Flow

Mobility and is specified in TS 23.261. IFOM allows for individual IP flows to be

routed over WLAN or over 3GPP access defined for DSMIPv6 only (currently there is

no solution with network based mobility). The UE is a dual radio UE; WLAN and

3GPP interface run continuously in parallel. For instance, IFOM can be applicable to

text data and video data associated with the same service. Different IP port numbers

can be allocated with the text and video services respectively, and one IP flow for the

text service can be routed over 3GPP access whereas the other IP flow for the video

service can be routed over WLAN.

[45] IFOM is also known as "seamless WLAN offload," because flows can be re-routed

from one access to another with no service break. From an implementation perspective

this is only a DSMIPv6 enhancement. IFOM enables simultaneous multi-access PDN

connection to the same APN. So IFOM offers IP flow granularity, but only on a single

APN.

[46] Figure 5 represents an overview of MAPCON architectures. MAPCON stands for

Multi Access PDN CONnectivity. MAPCON allows for entire PDN connections to be

routed over WLAN or over 3GPP access. In other words, the granularity of MAPCON

is only on a per PDN connection basis, not on a per IP flow basis. MAPCON works

with both DSMIPv6 and network based mobility. The UE is a dual radio UE; WLAN

and 3GPP interface run continuously in parallel. MAPCON enables simultaneous

multiple PDN connectivity to different APNs.

[47] In the meantime, the ANDSF may be used for provision of Inter- APN Routing

Policies (IARPs) to UEs that are capable of routing IP flows across multiple PDN con

nections, regardless of whether the UE supports non-3GPP access or not.

[48] The Inter- APN Routing Policies (IARP) can be statically configured in the UE or

they could be provisioned by the ANDSF. A UE that is inter-APN capable can use

IARP to select an outgoing interface based on one preferred APN (e.g., one APN with

the highest priority) in IARP policies. A UE is defined to be inter-APN capable if it is

capable of routing IP flows across multiple simultaneously active interfaces, each one

associated with a different APN. These interfaces may be linked to different access

networks or linked with the same access network.

[49] The UE may use the IARPs when it can route IP flows over multiple PDN con

nections in order to meet the operator routing / offload preferences by:

[50] - deciding when an APN is restricted for a specific IP flow; and

[51] - selecting the most preferable APN which shall be used by the UE, when a PDN

connection to that APN is available, to route IP flows that match specific IP filters.



[52] The IARPs may be provisioned in the UE and may be updated by the ANDSF based

on network triggers or after receiving a UE request.

[53] It should be noted that features of 'inter-APN' are understood based on 'APN' whereas

features of 'non-seamless WLAN offload (NSWO)' are based on WLAN which are not

associated with a specific APN. Therefore, in a 'mixed' case/scenario where features of

'inter-APN' and 'NSWO' are used together, the concept of 'interface' which covers both

APN and WLAN is commonly used.

[54] This description describes solutions that define operator policies for selecting an IP

interface in the UE for routing of IP flows among a choice of available interfaces in

both 3GPP and non-3GPP accesses, and system architecture for distribution of these

policies to the UE. Here, although the present description is applicable to Release 10

(Rel-10) ANDSF architecture or its evolved architecture, the working assumption is

that the Release 10 (Rel-10) ANDSF architecture is used for distribution of the

operator policies defined herein.

[55] For clarity of explanation, the solutions described herein shall clarify how the defined

operator policies relate with the Rel-10 ANDSF policies. The analysis of the archi

tectural aspects to achieve such objectives will result in selection of a solution and

inclusion of such in the relevant technical specifications.

[56] For the purposes of the present description, the terms, definitions and abbreviations

given in certain technical documents (e.g. 3GPP TR2 1.905) and the following apply.

[57] This description is related to a number of scenarios associated with multiple PDN

connections in presence of non-seamless WLAN offload. Hereinafter, a number of

scenarios related to multiple PDN connections and/or non-seamless WLAN offload

(NSWO) are explained.

[58] Figure 6 depicts a first scenario with multiple PDN connections, in which the user

has two established PDN connections: a connection PDNl associated with APNl, used

for access to the IMS core network; and a connection PDN2 associated with APN2,

used for access to the Internet.

[59] For traffic flows generated by applications that are not bound to an APN, the UE

relies on operator policies defined in this TR to decide on which PDN connection to

route the IP flows.

[60] Figure 7 depicts a second scenario, in which there are multiple PDN connections

from a closed subscriber group (CSG) cell (or a CSG femto cell). The CSG indicates

subscribers of an operator who are permitted to access one or more cells of the PLMN

(Public Land Mobile Network) but which have restricted access. A base station (BS)

capable of providing CSG services can be referred to as the HeNB, and a cell serving

CSG members can be referred to as a CSG cell.

[61] This scenario begins with the user outside of his home with an established PDN



connection (PDN1) that is used for all traffic flows (e.g. IMS, Internet, etc). The PDN

connection PDN1 is associated with APN1. When the user returns home, a second

PDN connection (PDN2) is established with a local gateway (LGW), which is a

gateway for enabling the local IP access (LIPA) connection (LIPA) through the HeNB.

The LIPA provides access from a communication device to a home-based network (for

any kind of IP based services, not only for voice) through the femto cell or the HeNB.

The PDN connection PDN2 is associated with APN2.

[62] From this point on, some Internet-bound flows can be routed via PDN2, pending

user's consent. The UE relies on operator policies defined in this TR for identifying the

candidate Internet-bound flows that can be routed via PDN2.

[63] It should be noted that based on UE implementation, the UE may decide to re-route

any active IP flows (i.e. flows that were established while the user was outside the

home) via PDN2, in which case IP address preservation is not provided.

[64] When the user leaves the home again, the PDN2 connection is released. The UE

relies on operator policies defined in this TR for identifying the candidate Internet-

bound flows that can be routed via PDN1 again.

[65] Figure 8 depicts a third scenario related to Multiple PDN connections and non-

seamless WLAN offload. This scenario begins with the user outside of his home with

an established PDN connection (PDN1) that is used for all traffic (e.g. IMS, Internet,

etc). The PDN connection PDN1 is associated with APN1.

[66] When the user returns home, a second PDN connection (PDN2) is established with a

local gateway (LGW). The PDN connection PDN2 is associated with APN2. In

addition, the UE's capability for non-seamless WLAN offload (NSWO) is enabled.

[67] From this point on, some Internet-bound flows can be routed either via PDN2

(pending user's consent) or via non-seamless WLAN offload. The UE relies on

operator policies for identifying the candidate Internet-bound flows that can be routed

via PDN2 or via non-seamless WLAN offload.

[68] It should be noted that based on implementation, the UE may decide to re-route any

active IP flows (i.e. flows that were established while the user was outside the home)

via PDN2 or via non-seamless WLAN offload, in which case IP address preservation is

not provided.

[69] When the user leaves the home again, the PDN2 connection is released and the

WLAN coverage is not available. The UE relies on operator policies defined in this TR

for identifying the candidate Internet-bound flows that can be routed via PDN1 again.

[70] The present description provides a number of routing policies capable of steering the

inter-APN capable UE to route Internet traffic accordingly. In an example depicted in

Figure 8, conventional routing rules have failed to steer the UE accordingly. In

particular, it should be noted that conventional art have two distinct technical



problems, i.e., the first problem of failing to steer the UE accordingly in a mixed

scenario of inter-APN and NWSO and the second problem of failing to steer the UE

accordingly in a scenario where a certain APN is IFOM (or MAPCON) enabled.

[71] The first problem of conventional art can be understood in view of Figure 8. In

particular, in a 'mixed' scenario with NSWO, when the user is at home, there can be

three possibilities for routing of Internet traffic: APNl, APN2 and NSWO. The UE

based on conventional art merely selects a preferred interface based either on priorities

of inter-APN interfaces or on priorities of WLAN interfaces. Therefore, conventional

art fails to provide a proper routing mechanism in a case where a number of APNs and

NSWO are co-existed. On the other hand, the present description proposes routing

policies able to steer the UE towards the aforementioned three interfaces in any

priority order; in particular the following two priority orders, i.e., Interface Priority

Order # 1 (NSWO (highest), APN2, APNl (lowest)), and Interface Priority Order #2

(APN2 (highest), NSWO, APNl (lowest)).

[72] The second problem of conventional art can be understood in view of Figure 9.

Figure 9 depicts another scenario, in which there is one PDN connection that is IFOM

enabled. In particular, there is a possible scenario, in which there is one PDN

connection (or APN) that is IFOM enabled and a possibility for performing NSWO in

parallel. In conventional art, once a certain rule policy is successfully parsed by the

UE, the UE merely selects one interface (e.g., a specific APN) and discards the parsed

rule. However, it should be noted that if such APN is IFOM or MAPCON enabled, an

additional round of evaluation (or additional iteration) is preferably required. The

present description proposes routing policies able to steer the UE towards interfaces

depicted in Figure 9 based on the Interface Priority Order #3 (APNl highest, NSWO

lowest), in a case where it is assumed that one PDN connection (i.e., PDNl and APNl)

is IFOM- or MAPCON- enabled and WLAN access is higher priority than 3GPP

access within APNl.

[73] Hereafter, some architectural requirements based on the scenarios described above

are considered for the present description:

[74] - The solution for IP interface selection should minimize the conflict with the Inter-

System Routing Policies (ISRPs) specified in Rel-10.

[75] - The solution shall allow the UE to override the rules for OPUS for traffic that is ex

plicitly bound to a local IP address of the UE and/or an APN, or due to user

preferences.

[76] - For UEs capable of operating multiple PDN connections simultaneously the EPS

shall allow the operator to provide policies that assist the UE in selecting a specific

APN for routing a specific IP flow. The operator policies may also indicate which

APNs are restricted for a specific IP flow.



[77] - For UEs capable of operating multiple PDN connections simultaneously and also

capable of non-seamless WLAN offload (NSWO), the EPS shall allow the operator to

provide policies that assist the UE in deciding whether a specific IP flow should be

routed on a specific APN. The operator policies may also indicate which APNs are re

stricted for a specific IP flow.

[78] The present inventors have conceived a solution for Inter-APN Routing Policies. To

support policy-based IP interface selection based on the scenarios described above, a

new set of routing policies is introduced called Inter-APN Routing Policies (IARP) is

provided.

[79] The present description focuses on enhancing a multiple interface related routing

policy rule which covers IFOM, MAPCON, and Non-seamless WLAN offload

(NSWO) features. In one design, the multiple interface related routing policy rule is

the ISRP.

[80] Figure 10 depicts ISRP rules used to assist UE behavior for the IFOM, MAPCON

and NSWO features. The present description proposes to enhance ISRP of Figure 10

by adding a newly-defined flow distribution container, i.e., ForlnterAPNRouting,

which is the same level as the three flow distribution containers (i.e., ForFlowBased,

ForServiceBased, and ForNonSeamlessOffload).

[81] Referring to Figure 10, one simplified example of ISRP rules consists of at least one

'flow distribution container', i.e., ForFlowBased flow distribution container (for

IFOM), 'ForServiceBased' flow distribution container (for MAPCON), and 'ForNon

SeamlessOffload' (for NSWO) flow distribution container. Further, as depicted in

Figure 10, each 'flow distribution container' consists of at least one flow distribution

rule. Each 'flow distribution rule' includes:

[82] - Candidate traffic identifier ('IPFlow' description for IFOM and NSWO, APN' for

MAPCON),

[83] - RoutingRule consisting of target access network ('AccessTechnology' + AccessID'

for IFOM and MAPCON, 'AccessID' only for NSWO) with associated 'AccessNet-

workPriority',

[84] - Rule Priority, and/or

[85] - For IFOM and NSWO there is an optional 'RoutingCriteria' field indicating APNs

for which a particular flow distribution rule is valid.

[86] In another aspect, the present description proposes to improve the logic of ISRP rule

analysis by allowing the UE to make a second round (or additional iteration) through

the ISRP rules. In particular, if the UE selects a flow distribution rule from the newly-

added 'ForlnterAPNRouting' container in the first round, and if the UE is IFOM- and/

or MAPCON-capable (or a preferred APN based on 'ForlnterAPNRouting' is IFOM-

and/or MAPCON-capable), it needs to go through a second round. The rules from the



'ForlnterAPNRouting' container and the 'ForNonSeamlessOffload' container (if

present) are not active in the second round.

[87] Figure 11 depicts ISRP rules in which the 'ForlnterAPNRouting' container is added.

As depicted in Figure 11, the 'ForlnterAPNRouting' container includes 'IPFlow' de

scription, which is similar or identical to that of IFOM or NSWO. Further, the 'Forln

terAPNRouting' container includes 'RoutingRule' consisting of target APNs with a s

sociated 'APNPriority'. Further, it includes 'RulePriority'.

[88] As discussed above, the present description proposes a solution for a scenario of

Interface Priority Order # 1 (NSWO (highest), APN2, APNl (lowest)). Figure 12

depicts one example of ISRP rules which can solve Interface Priority Order # 1 (NSWO

(highest), APN2, APNl (lowest)).

[89] As depicted in Figure 12, the 'ForlnterAPNRouting' container has one flow dis

tribution rule. In particular, the 'RoutingRule' depicted in Figure 11 is a list of two

APNs (i.e., APN2, APNl) with 'APN2' having higher APN priority than 'APNl'.

Further, 'ForNonSeamlessOffload' container also has one flow distribution rule, i.e.,

the absence of Accessld' in the RoutingRule parameter (depicted in Figures 11-12)

indicates on any WLAN. Thus, the absence of Ά ΡΝ RoutingCriteria' indicates 'on any

APN', as depicted in Figure 12. Finally, the rule in the 'ForNonSeamlessOffload'

container has higher priority. In particular, the overall priority order for the three in

terfaces is: NSWO (highest), APN2, APNl (lowest).

[90] As discussed above, the present description proposes a solution for a scenario of

Interface Priority Order #2 (APN2 (highest), NSWO, APNl (lowest)). Figure 13

depicts one example of ISRP rules which can solve Interface Priority Order #2 (APN2

(highest), NSWO, APNl (lowest)).

[91] As depicted in Figure 13, the 'ForlnterAPNRouting' container has two flow dis

tribution rules (one for APN 1 and the other for APN2). Namely, each 'RoutingRule'

contains a single APN (i.e., APN2 or APNl). The flow distribution rule with APN2 in

the 'RoutingRule' has higher 'RulePriority' than the flow distribution rule with APNl in

the 'RoutingRule'. Further, as depicted, the rule in the 'ForNonSeamlessOffload'

container has 2nd highest priority ('RulePriority'=2). Accordingly, the overall priority

order for the three interfaces is: APN2 (highest), NSWO, APNl (lowest).

[92] The present description further proposes a solution for a scenario, in which there is

one PDN connection (or its associated APN) that is IFOM enabled and a possibility for

performing NSWO in parallel, which is illustrated in Figure 9. Although Figure 14 is

applicable to various scenarios, it depicts one example which can provide routing

policies for a scenario of Figure 9.

[93] In Figure 14, the UE is able to perform the first round, and thereafter the second

round in a certain condition. In particular, if the UE selects a flow distribution rule



from the 'ForlnterAPNRouting' container in the first round, and if it is IFOM- and/or

MAPCON-capable, it needs to go through the second round. In this case, the rules

from the 'ForlnterAPNRouting' container and the 'ForNonSeamlessOffload container'

(if present) may not be active in the second round.

[94] For instance, in the first round the UE selects APN1, and thereafter in the second

round the UE selects WLAN access for traffic routed via APN1, being steered by a

Rel-10 rule from the 'ForFlowBased' container. The rules in the 'ForlnterAPNRouting'

and 'ForNonSeamlessOffload' containers are used only in the first round.

[95] In conventional art, even in case where APN1 which is IFOM enabled and which has

different access technologies (e.g., WLAN and 3GPP) is selected by the UE, there is

no procedure to further determine or evaluate priorities of such different access tech

nologies. However, the present description further proposes an additional round (or

iteration) to evaluate.

[96] As depicted, Figure 14 is applicable to a case where it is assumed that the Interface

Priority Order #3 (APN1 highest, NSWO lowest) and that one access (i.e., WLAN) is

higher priority than the other access (i.e., 3GPP) within APN1. It should be noted that

Figure 14 is also applicable to interactions with MAPCON, instead of IPOM.

[97] Examples of Figures 10-14 have advantageous aspects as follows:

[98] - Enhance the Rel-10 ISRP rule by defining a new flow distribution container

('ForlnterAPNRouting') comprising rules for inter-APN routing.

[99] - Allow the UE to make a second round through the ISRP rules: if the UE selects a

flow distribution rule from the 'ForlnterAPNRouting' container in the first round, and if

it is IFOM- and/or MAPCON-capable, it needs to go through a second round; the rules

from the 'ForlnterAPNRouting' container and the 'ForNonSeamlessOffload' container

(if present) are not active in the second round.

[100] It can be understood that the best case scenario would be to make a new "InterAPN +

NSWO" rule, which would be considered first. Then, a "new" ISRP rule, in which only

MAPCOM/IFOM is considered and with NSWO deleted, will be considered thereafter.

However, it would not be desirable to simply delete the parameter related to NSWO,

which was just newly introduced relatively recently into the ISRP rules.

[101] The operator can define one or more ISRP rules per UE. For example, if the UE has

3 interfaces (e.g. APN1, APN2, NSWO), for a given time, each can be designated for

APN1, APN2, or NSWO. Namely, these interfaces are changeable due to commu

nication conditions, to save battery power, or for other reasons. As such, as Example

#1, the interfaces can be considered in the following order: APN2 NSWO APN1. As

Example #2, the interfaces can also be considered in a different order: NSWO APN2

APN1.

[102] In contrast, the "worst case" scenario would be to keep the Rel-10 ISRP rules and the



Inter-APN rules unrelated to each other. Namely, such rules could be independently

considered.

[103] Thus, the present invention has been conceived to be a compromise between best

case and worst case scenarios.

[104] Figure 15 shows the scope of IARP applicability and how IARP policies can be

applied in conjunction with ISRP for NS-WLAN offload policies.

[105] Upon receiving UE uplink traffic (S401), the ISRP for NS-WLAN is applied (S403).

If the NS-WLAN is selected, then the IP interface corresponding to the NS-WLAN

offload is selected (S405). If the NS-WLAN is not selected, an IP interface based on

provisioned or configured Inter-APN Routing Policies (IARP) is selected (S407).

[106] It should be noted that Figure 15 aims at showing only the relationship between the

ISRP for NSWLAN and the Inter-APN routing policies. For routing uplink traffic the

UE may take into account other parameters (e.g. the local operating environment in

formation) which are not shown in Figure 4 for simplicity.

[107] Here, Figure 15 assumes that the policies for non-seamless WLAN offload (NSWO)

are evaluated by the UE before the evaluation of Inter-APN Routing Policies. It is FFS

if this order of policy evaluation is necessary or if any possible order could be

supported. Also, it is FFS if this solution can enable scenarios where WLAN is not the

default interface.

[108] The Inter-APN Routing Policies (IARP) can be statically configured in the UE or

they could be provisioned by the ANDSF. A UE that is inter-APN capable can use

IARP to select an outgoing interface based on the preferred APN in IARP policies. A

UE is defined to be inter-APN capable if it is capable of routing IP flows across

multiple simultaneously active interfaces, each one associated with a different APN.

These interfaces may be linked to different access networks or linked with the same

access network.

[109] The following assumptions and specifications apply:

[110] - Every IP interface that can be selected with IARP is associated with a different

APN.

[Ill] - IP interfaces not associated with an APN are considered outside the scope of IARP.

Such interfaces could include e.g. an IP interface to a tethering device connected to UE

over USB, or an IP interface corresponding to an enterprise VPN connection over

WLAN, etc.

[112] - The scenario where multiple IP interfaces are associated with the same APN is also

considered outside the scope of IARP.

[113] - The ANDSF may provide a list of inter-APN Routing Policies to UE. A UE that is

inter-APN routing capable uses these policies to select an existing IP interface to route

IP flows that match specific criteria (e.g. all flows to a specific TCP port or to a



specific destination address, etc).

[114] - Each inter-APN routing policy includes the following information:

[115] - Validity conditions, i.e. conditions indicating when the provided policy is valid.

[116] - One or more Filter Rules, each one identifying a prioritised list of APNs which

should be used by the UE to route IP flows that match specific IP filters. A filter rule

also identifies which APNs are restricted for IP flows that match specific IP filters.

[117] - An Inter-APN routing capable UE selects an existing IP interface, which is as

sociated with a specific APN, to route IP flows based on the received / provisioned

inter-APN routing policies and user preferences.

[118] Hereafter, the impact on existing nodes or functionality will be examined.

[119] The relationship between IARP and ISRP policies (excluding MAPCON policies for

simplicity) is schematically shown in Figure 15.

[120] Other considerations related to scenarios where multiple PDN connections carry

traffic with overlapping private IPv4 addresses, DIDA, and the like may be needed.

[121] Meanwhile, the potential implications of the co-existence of OPUS and IETF

mechanisms can be considered. Some examples of IETF mechanisms that may have to

be considered for the co-existence with OPUS may be: RFC3442 The Classless Static

Route Option for Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) version 4, RFC4191

Default Router Preferences and More-Specific Routes, draft-

ietf-mif-dhcpv6-route-option, DHCPv6 Route Option, draft-

ietf-mif-dns-server-selection, Improved DNS Server Selection for Multi-Homed

Nodes, draft-ietf-6man-addr-select-opt, and Distributing Address Selection Policy

using DHCPv6.

[122] Meanwhile, another following example of the potential need for co-existence im

plications is based on IPv6 and on the split UE scenario, where the TE is represented

by a laptop or any other off-the-shelf wireless device other than a 3GPP Mobile phone.

In general the co-existence may be relevant not only to the split UE scenario but also to

the scenario with a monolithic UE.

[123] This example illustrates a case where a TE is connected to the Internet directly via

local access, such as WLAN (i.e., non-seamless offloading), and via a cellular network

as provided by a MT. In this scenario, ANDSF may be used to configure the MT, but

not the TE. On the other hand, the PGW could utilize IETF mechanisms to "configure"

TEs routing table to influence its routing decisions.

[124] Figure 16 depicts a split UE scenario using IETF mechanisms to configure the TE

(Terminal Equipment). It should be noted that the co-existence case with IETF

mechanisms described above also applies to Rel-10 inter-system routing policies for

non-seamless WLAN offload. Also, the example considered above focuses mainly on

IPv6, but similar considerations can be applicable to IPv4.



[125] It can be said that the present invention provides a method comprising: receiving, by

a multi-homed terminal from a server, an ISRP rule defined per terminal, said ISRP

rule comprising flow distribution rules including an Inter- APN flow distribution

container that includes information related to routing IP flows with respect to a

plurality of APNs for using PDN connections to access multiple IP networks;

performing, by the multi-homed terminal, a first round of rule evaluation according to

a flow distribution rule of highest priority selected among the flow distribution rules in

the received ISRP rule; and if the selected flow distribution rule is from the Inter- APN

flow distribution container, then performing, by the multi-homed terminal, a second

round of rule evaluation to select an access technology for performing flow dis

tribution.

[126] The second round of evaluation step is performed based on: evaluating, based on

priority, the flow distribution rules in the Inter- APN routing flow distribution

container, the flow distribution rules in the NSWO flow distribution container, the flow

distribution rules in the IFOM flow distribution container, and the flow distribution

rules in the MAPCOM flow distribution container, and if the selected flow distribution

rule is from the Inter- APN flow distribution container, and the UE is MAPCON

capable or IFOM capable, then the UE performs additional evaluation of the flow dis

tribution rules in the ISRP rule. The method further comprises: if the selected flow dis

tribution rule is NOT from the Inter- APN routing flow distribution container, then the

UE does not perform the additional evaluation of the flow distribution rule. The ad

ditional evaluation comprises: selecting a flow distribution rule from the IFOM flow

distribution container if the UE is IFOM capable, or selecting a flow distribution rule

from the MAPCOM flow distribution container if the UE is MAPCON capable.

[127] Also, there is provided a method comprising: sending, to a multi-homed terminal

from a server, an ISRP rule defined per terminal, said ISRP rule comprising flow dis

tribution rules including an Inter- APN flow distribution container that includes in

formation related to routing IP flows with respect to a plurality of APNs for using PDN

connections to access multiple IP networks, wherein said sending of the ISRP rule

allows a first round of rule evaluation to be performed by the multi-homed terminal

according to a flow distribution rule of highest priority selected among the flow dis

tribution rules in the received ISRP rule, and if the selected flow distribution rule is

from the Inter- APN flow distribution container, then a second round of rule evaluation

is performed by the multi-homed terminal to select an access technology for

performing flow distribution.

[128] The second round of evaluation step is performed based on: evaluating, based on

priority, the flow distribution rules in the Inter- APN routing flow distribution

container, the flow distribution rules in the NSWO flow distribution container, the flow



distribution rules in the IFOM flow distribution container, and the flow distribution

rules in the MAPCOM flow distribution container, and if the selected flow distribution

rule is from the Inter- APN flow distribution container, and the UE is MAPCON

capable or IFOM capable, then the UE performs additional evaluation of the flow dis

tribution rules in the ISRP rule. The method further comprises: if the selected flow dis

tribution rule is NOT from the Inter- APN routing flow distribution container, then the

UE does not perform the additional evaluation of the flow distribution rule. The ad

ditional evaluation comprises: selecting a flow distribution rule from the IFOM flow

distribution container if the UE is IFOM capable, or selecting a flow distribution rule

from the MAPCOM flow distribution container if the UE is MAPCON capable.

[129] Additionally, a user equipment (UE) comprises: a receiver to receive, from a server,

an ISRP rule defined per terminal, said ISRP rule comprising flow distribution rules

including an Inter- APN flow distribution container that includes information related to

routing IP flows with respect to a plurality of APNs for using PDN connections to

access multiple IP networks; and a processor to perform a first round of rule evaluation

according to a flow distribution rule of highest priority selected among the flow dis

tribution rules in the received ISRP rule, and if the selected flow distribution rule is

from the Inter- APN flow distribution container, then performing a second round of rule

evaluation to select an access technology for performing flow distribution.

[130] Also, a server comprises: a sending means to send, to a multi-homed terminal, an

ISRP rule defined per terminal, said ISRP rule comprising flow distribution rules

including an Inter- APN flow distribution container that includes information related to

routing IP flows with respect to a plurality of APNs for using PDN connections to

access multiple IP networks, wherein said sending of the ISRP rule allows a first round

of rule evaluation to be performed by the multi-homed terminal according to a flow

distribution rule of highest priority selected among the flow distribution rules in the

received ISRP rule, and if the selected flow distribution rule is from the Inter- APN

flow distribution container, then a second round of rule evaluation is performed by the

multi-homed terminal to select an access technology for performing flow distribution.

[131]

[132]

Industrial Applicability
[133] The features and concepts herein are applicable to and can be implemented in various

types of user devices (e.g., mobile terminals, handsets, wireless communication

devices, etc.) and/or network devices, entities, components, etc. that can be configured

to support multi-homed terminals.

[134] As the various concepts and features described herein may be embodied in several



forms without departing from the characteristics thereof, it should also be understood

that the above-described embodiments are not limited by any of the details of the

foregoing description, unless otherwise specified, but rather should be construed

broadly within its scope as defined in the appended claims. Therefore, all changes and

modifications that fall within such scope or equivalents thereof are therefore intended

to be embraced by the appended claims.

[135]

[136]



Claims
[Claim 1] A method comprising:

receiving, by a multi-homed terminal from a server, a multiple interface

related routing policy rule defined per terminal, said multiple interface

related routing policy rule comprising flow distribution rules including

an Inter- APN flow distribution container that includes information

related to routing Internet protocol (IP) flows with respect to a plurality

of access point names (APNs) for using packet data network (PDN)

connections to access multiple IP networks;

performing, by the multi-homed terminal, a first round of rule

evaluation according to a flow distribution rule of highest priority

selected among the flow distribution rules in the received multiple

interface related routing policy rule; and

if the selected flow distribution rule is from the Inter- APN flow dis

tribution container, then performing, by the multi-homed terminal, a

second round of rule evaluation to select an access technology for

performing flow distribution.

[Claim 2] The method of claim 1, wherein the second round of evaluation step is

performed based on:

evaluating, based on priority, the flow distribution rules in the Inter-

APN routing flow distribution container, the flow distribution rules in

the NSWO flow distribution container, the flow distribution rules in the

IFOM flow distribution container, and the flow distribution rules in the

MAPCOM flow distribution container, and

if the selected flow distribution rule is from the Inter- APN flow dis

tribution container, and the UE is MAPCON capable or IFOM capable,

then the UE performs additional evaluation of the flow distribution

rules in the multiple interface related routing policy rule.

[Claim 3] The method of claim 2, further comprising:

if the selected flow distribution rule is NOT from the Inter- APN routing

flow distribution container, then the UE does not perform the additional

evaluation of the flow distribution rule.

[Claim 4] The method of claim 2, wherein the additional evaluation comprises:

selecting a flow distribution rule from the IFOM flow distribution

container if the UE is IFOM capable, or

selecting a flow distribution rule from the MAPCOM flow distribution

container if the UE is MAPCON capable.



The method of claim 1, wherein the multiple interface related routing

policy rule is an inter-system routing policies (ISRP) rule.

A method comprising:

sending, to a multi-homed terminal from a server, a multiple interface

related routing policy rule defined per terminal, said multiple interface

related routing policy rule comprising flow distribution rules including

an Inter- APN flow distribution container that includes information

related to routing IP flows with respect to a plurality of APNs for using

PDN connections to access multiple IP networks,

wherein said sending of the multiple interface related routing policy

rule allows a first round of rule evaluation to be performed by the

multi-homed terminal according to a flow distribution rule of highest

priority selected among the flow distribution rules in the received

multiple interface related routing policy rule, and if the selected flow

distribution rule is from the Inter- APN flow distribution container, then

a second round of rule evaluation is performed by the multi-homed

terminal to select an access technology for performing flow dis

tribution.

The method of claim 6, wherein the second round of evaluation step is

performed based on:

evaluating, based on priority, the flow distribution rules in the Inter-

APN routing flow distribution container, the flow distribution rules in

the NSWO flow distribution container, the flow distribution rules in the

IFOM flow distribution container, and the flow distribution rules in the

MAPCOM flow distribution container, and

if the selected flow distribution rule is from the Inter- APN flow dis

tribution container, and the UE is MAPCON capable or IFOM capable,

then the UE performs additional evaluation of the flow distribution

rules in the multiple interface related routing policy rule.

The method of claim 7, further comprising:

if the selected flow distribution rule is NOT from the Inter- APN routing

flow distribution container, then the UE does not perform the additional

evaluation of the flow distribution rule.

The method of claim 7, wherein the additional evaluation comprises:

selecting a flow distribution rule from the IFOM flow distribution

container if the UE is IFOM capable, or

selecting a flow distribution rule from the MAPCOM flow distribution

container if the UE is MAPCON capable.



[Claim 10] The method of claim 6, wherein the multiple interface related routing

policy rule is an inter-system routing policies (ISRP) rule.

[Claim 11] A user equipment (UE) comprising:

a receiver to receive, from a server, a multiple interface related routing

policy rule defined per terminal, said multiple interface related routing

policy rule comprising flow distribution rules including an Inter- APN

flow distribution container that includes information related to routing

IP flows with respect to a plurality of APNs for using PDN connections

to access multiple IP networks; and

a processor to perform a first round of rule evaluation according to a

flow distribution rule of highest priority selected among the flow dis

tribution rules in the received multiple interface related routing policy

rule, and if the selected flow distribution rule is from the Inter- APN

flow distribution container, then performing a second round of rule

evaluation to select an access technology for performing flow dis

tribution.
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